Elegant. A seamless line with virtually invisible
joints, hidden connectors and stakes.
Shapeable. Create the shapes you want, from
intricate curves to endless straight lines, and right
angle bends without the need to cut and join.
Strong. Stronger than aluminium and traditional
edging materials. Flexible prior to installation.
Durable. Steel does not crack, split, rot or dint
and it’s guaranteed to last for at least 10 years.
Safe. The rolled top hides the connectors and
stakes, leaving no sharp exposed edges.
Applications. Suitable for footpaths, driveways,
retaining walls, garden beds and steps. Any job
big or small in public spaces or domestic gardens.
Choice. Available in three finishes, eight
different heights and three gauges.

Pre-made rings &
shapes available!

FormBoss® steel edging
is readily available in three
steel finishes:
BlueScope REDCOR®
Steel: For an attractive
rustic designer finish.
Galvanised: For classic
edging that is long lasting
strong and effective.
ZAM steel: The ultimate
self healing durable edge
guaranteed for 15 years.
Stainless steel can be
ordered on request.
www.formboss.com.au
for more information.

All FormBoss lengths are 2.44m long

Strong • Safe • Durable • Elegant
Cost Effective • Easy to Install

		 Your Complete Garden Edging Solution!					

Do it once, do it right!

Durable and strong, with designer looks!

Australian made quality

Looking for a new edge to replace your tired looking
and rotten timber edges, or flimsy plastic ones? Are
you looking to increase the value of your home with
landscaping? Perhaps you work in the industry and
are fed up with installing edging products that don’t
do the job, are expensive and a headache to install.

FormBoss® steel edging simply will not split, warp,
buckle, crack, chip or invite termites like traditional
edging. FormBoss® steel edging gives you total
freedom of design, with clean modern designer looks
and an option of factory custom shaping. Edging is
available at a range of heights from flush, up to 450mm
retaining walls. The FormBoss® system will do wonders
for the look and feel of your garden.

We supply a large selection of edging
solutions for both commercial and
domestic applications available right
across Australia.

FormBoss® Allows you to create any shape you
desire with DIY ease. Increase the value of any project
with maintenance free garden edging. Spend more
time enjoying your garden!

Our large range of circular raised planters make a perfect
veggie garden for home grown citrus and fresh greens.

Visit our comprehensive website for
specs and installation videos. Ideas
that will inspire and information that
will make any job easy for seasoned
pros and DYI alike.

www.formboss.com.au

